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1. INTRODUCTION

The development of the model of electronic–vibra-
tional kinetics of the products of ozone and oxygen
photolysis at the Laboratory of Middle and Upper
Planetary Atmospheres, St. Petersburg State Univer-
sity, has its own prehistory [1, 2]. An experimental
group under the leadership of L.E. Khvorostovskaya
on the study of aeronomic reactions in laboratory con-
ditions was organized at the Department of Atmo-
spheric Physics, Leningrad State University (now St.
Petersburg State University), in the late 1960s. An
experimental facility was designed on the basis of
oxygen glow discharge. The weakly ionized plasma of
glow discharge is similar in characteristics to the
lower thermosphere of the Earth. The abundance of
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reached 0.001–10% of the abundance of O
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cules. This circumstance allowed the rate constants of
individual aeronomic reactions with the involvement
of these components to be measured depending on the
gas temperature and average energies of electrons and
atoms. For analysis of photochemical mechanisms of
production of the excited O
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Earth’s and Venus’s atmospheres a series of experi-
ments have been conducted. The kinetics of ozone in
oxygen glow discharge was investigated in [3]. Ozone
was shown to be produced in an atmospherically typ-
ical triple reaction in the collision between O
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dominant role in O
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 destruction. The ozone concentra-
tion was determined by measuring the absorption of
radiation of a standard UV source in the Hartley band.
In [4, 5], the temperature dependence of the rate con-
stant of the energy transfer from O
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excited O
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 molecules during collisions with O
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molecules was investigated in a wide temperature
range (345–605 K). Further experiments [6] have
shown that a dominant process in this reaction is the
transfer of excitation to the electronic–vibrational lev-
els of the oxygen molecule:
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—The paper presents a new model of electronic–vibrational kinetics of the products of ozone and
molecular oxygen photodissociation in the terrestrial middle atmosphere. The model includes 45 excited states
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 and over 100 aeronomic reactions. The model takes into account the dependence of quantum yields
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 in a singlet channel of ozone photolysis in the Hartley band on the wave-
length of photolytic emission. Taking account of the electronic–vibrational kinetics is important in retrieval of
the vertical profiles of ozone concentration from measured intensities of the Atm and IR Atm emissions of the
oxygen bands above 65 km and leads to an increase in the ozone concentration retrieved from the 1.27-
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emission, in contrast to the previous model of pure electronic kinetics. Sensitivity analysis of the new model is
made for variations in the concentrations of atmospheric constituents ([O
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], [O(3P)], [O3], [CO2]), the gas
temperature, rate constants of the reactions, and quantum yields of the reaction products. A group of reactions
that most strongly affect the uncertainty of ozone retrieval from measured intensities of atmospheric emissions

of molecular oxygen O2(b1 , v) and O2(a1∆g, v) has been determined.
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sphere was investigated in the temperature range
340−445 K, rate constants were measured for the

reactions O2(b1 , v = 2) + O2(X3 , v = 0)  (k =

3.15 × 10–12 cm3 s–1), O2(b1 , v = 2) + O(3P)  (k =

1.1 × 10–11 cm3 s–1), and O2(b1 , v = 2) + O3  (k =
2.9 × 10–10 cm3 s–1), estimates of rate constants of ana-

logous reactions with O2(b1 , v = 1) were made, and
a photochemical model was first proposed for calcu-

lating vertical profiles of O2(b1 , v = 1, 2) in the alti-
tude range 85–120 km of the terrestrial atmosphere in
daylight. Note that rate constants of these reactions
were measured for the first time. Ten years later, some
of these results were confirmed with the use of another
method, the laser pumping of levels [7, 8]. Data of our
laboratory [4–6] and of the scientific teams from
Space Research Institute International (California) [7]
and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory [9] allowed us in
2003 to develop an electronic–vibrational kinetics
model of the products of ozone and molecular oxygen pho-
tolysis in the middle atmosphere, named the YM-2003.

In [1], analysis of the data obtained from a rocket
mission as part of the METEORS program [10], in
which vertical profiles of the Atm (762 nm) and IR
Atm (1.27 µm) emissions in the bands of molecules

O2(b1 , v = 0) and O2(a1∆g, v = 0), respectively, were
simultaneously measured, has shown that only the
model of electronic–vibrational kinetics of ozone and
molecular oxygen photolysis can provide consistent
vertical ozone profiles retrieved from these two simul-
taneously measured emissions. The discrepancy
between the retrieved ozone profiles in the altitude
range 65–95 km does not exceed 6% in the model of
electronic–vibrational kinetics of oxygen and molec-
ular photolysis (YM-2003 from [1]) and reaches 30%
in the model of pure electronic kinetics [11], which
will be referred to as the MSZ model. Nevertheless,
the interpretation of the experiments on the retrieval
of vertical ozone profiles from emissions from the

states O2(b1 , v = 0) and O2(a1∆g, v = 0) is still being
performed within the framework of pure electronic
kinetics.

In the first version of the YM-2003 model [1], in
accordance with the level of knowledge at that time,
the quantum yield of the electronically–vibrationally
excited O2(a1∆g, v = 0–5) molecules in ozone photol-
ysis in the Hartley band was calculated integrally over
the entire band. After the publication of [1], system-
atic data have appeared on the spectral dependence of
quantum yields of electronically–vibrationally
excited O2(a1∆g, v = 0–5) molecules [7]. In order that
these data be taken into account correctly, we included
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the SOLAR 2000 solar irradiance model in the new
version of the YM-2003 model and constructed ana-
lytical approximations of quantum yields of electron-
ically–vibrationally excited O2(a1∆g, v = 0–5) mole-
cules depending on the wavelength and vibrational
number for the entire Hartley band. In addition, con-
stant rates have been first measured in a laboratory
experiment for several reactions having an important

role in the YM-2003 model: O2(b1 , v = 1) + O ,

O2(a1∆g, v = 1, 2) + O2 , and O2(X3 , v = 2, 3) +
O2  [7, 8]. All these findings have led us to the
development of a new, revised version of the
YM-2003 model, which will be referred to as
YM-2003 after the date of its first publication.

In this paper, we give a brief description of the new
modules of the YM-2003 model and for the first time
demonstrate its capabilities for the retrieval of vertical
ozone profiles from measurements of altitude profiles
of the IR Atm intensity of the O2 band, which are per-
formed on slant paths in the TIMED-SABER satellite
experiment.

2. YM-2003 MODEL OF ELECTRONIC–
VIBRATIONAL KINETICS OF THE PRODUCTS 

OF OZONE AND OXYGEN PHOTOLYSIS

A detailed scheme of the photodissociation of
ozone and molecular oxygen in the YM-2003 model
taking into account the population and quenching of
all of the electronically–vibrationally excited levels of
the oxygen molecules and the O(1D) atom included in
the model is shown in Fig. 1. The scheme displays the
photodissociation of O2 in the Schumann–Runge con-
tinuum (JSRC) and in the hydrogen Lyman-α line JLy-α,
O3 photodissociation in the Hartley (JH), Huggins
(JHu), and Chappuis (JCh) bands; resonance photon

population of the levels O2(b1 , v = 0, 1, 2) and
O2(a1∆g, v = 0) at rates gA, gB, gγ, and gIR, respectively;
the energy transfer between levels by inelastic colli-
sions with N2, O2, O, and CO2 molecules; and radia-
tive quenching.

The updated version of the YM-2003 model for the
first time includes the photodissociation of O3 in the
Wulf band (JWulf), kinetics of the population of the

upper vibrationally excited levels of O2(X3 , v ≤ 35),
and a two-quantum quasi-resonance energy transfer in

the reaction O2(X3 , v) + N2  O2(X3 , v – 2) +
N2(X, v = 1). In our paper, the base of the rate con-
stants of more than 100 reactions used in the YM-2003
model will not be discussed, because this base was
described in detail in [2]. The present paper uses over-
views [7, 9, 12] and our laboratory data systematized
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in [2, 5, 6]. The most significant change was intro-
duced into the module of calculation of the O2 and O3

photodissociation rates.

2.1. Module for Calculation of the O2 and O3 
Photodissociation Rates

The rate g of formation of the excited products of
the photolysis of O2 and O3, denoted by a symbol M,
is determined at the altitude z by the formula

(2)

where [M] is the concentration of the O2 or O3 mole-
cules, βλ is the quantum yield of the excited products at
the wavelength λ, Fλ(∞) is the density of the solar radi-
ation flux at the top of the atmosphere, σλ is the absorp-
tion cross section for é2 or é3, and τλ is the optical
thickness of the atmosphere in the direction toward the
Sun. The wavelength range (130–850 nm) was divided
into 159 sufficiently narrow spectral intervals ∆λ so
that the integral in (2) could be replaced within reason-
able accuracy with the sum over all intervals by taking

the mean , , and  outside the integral sign in

g z( ) M z( )[ ] βλFλ ∞( )σλe
–τλ z( )

λ,d

130

850

∫=

β∆λ σ∆λ τ∆λ

each ∆λ. In partitioning the wavelength range into
intervals ∆λ, we took into account the fact that the
quantum yields of some products of ozone photolysis
depend on threshold wavelengths (Table 1 below):

(3)

where

(4)

is the rate of photodissociation of O2 or O3 molecules in
the ∆λ interval and

(5)

is the integral flux of solar radiation at the top of the
atmosphere in the ∆λ interval.

The values of F∆λ(∞) are taken from the SOLAR
2000 model [13, 14]. This model computes daily
mean fluxes of solar radiation with a step of 1 nm for
wavelengths shorter than 630 nm and a step of 2 nm
for 630–850 nm for a given date with consideration
for variations in solar activity. Absorption cross sec-
tions of molecular oxygen are borrowed from [15] for

g z( ) M z( )[ ] β∆λJ∆λ z( ),
∆λ,
∑=
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the population and quenching of electronically–vibrationally excited levels of molecular oxygen and O(1D) atoms
in the terrestrial middle atmosphere within the framework of the YM-2003 model.

Table 1.  Threshold wavelengths used for calculation of the parameter xv and normalization factors Cv

Products of O3 photolysis O2(a1∆g, 0) O2(a1∆g, 1) O2(a1∆g, 2) O2(a1∆g, 3) O2(a1∆g, 4) O2(a1∆g, 5)

Threshold λ, nm 310 296 284 273 263 254

xv 0.937 0.689 0.576 0.483 0.407 0.339

Cv 1.068 1.233 0.564 0.375 0.377 0.473
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the Schumann–Runge continuum (130–175 nm), from
[16, 17] for the Herzberg continuum (192–240 nm),
and from the parametrization of [18] for the hydrogen
Lyman-α wavelength (121.6 nm). For calculation of
the absorption of radiation by molecular oxygen in the
Schumann–Runge bands (175–204 nm), the parame-
trization of [17] is used with consideration for a partial
overlap of these bands by the Herzberg continuum.
The absorption cross sections of ozone are taken from
[16] for the Hartley band (175–307 nm) and Huggins
band (307–362 nm) and from [19] for the Chappuis
and Wulf bands (410–850 nm). The optical thickness
τ∆λ is determined by taking into account the sphericity
of atmospheric layers with a vertical step of 1 km. The
sphericity effect is most significant at large solar
zenith angles (above 80°).

In a direct problem, the vertical profiles of the con-
centration of atomic oxygen are taken from the model
described in [20]. To obtain ozone profiles, a theoret-
ical profile from [21] was joined (from above) with the
profiles from [22] (from below) at an altitude of about
86 km. The profiles of molecular oxygen and atmo-
spheric temperature are adopted from the MSISE-90
model [23]. In the inverse problem (retrieval of the
vertical ozone profile), the profiles of atomic and
molecular oxygen and atmospheric temperature are
taken from the corresponding experiments (e.g.,
SABER; see below).

2.2. Quantum Yields of Electronic–Vibrational 
Molecules O2(a1∆g, v = 0–5) as a Function 

of Wavelength in O3 Photodissociation 
in the Hartley Band

In the population of O2(a1∆g, v), ozone photolysis
in the Hartley band has an important role, especially
at altitudes below the mesopause:

O3 + hν  O2(a1∆g, v = 0–5) + O(1D). (6)

In the MSZ model, this process was assumed to
produce only O2(a1∆g, v = 0). However, in the Hartley
band cross-section peak (254 nm), 56% of molecules
are formed in the states O2(a1∆g, v ≥ 1) [7]. The depen-
dence of quantum yields of the production of O2(a1∆g,

v = 0–5) molecules by ozone photolysis in the Hartley
band β(a, v) on the wavelength of photolytic radiation
has been used for the first time in the electronic–vibra-
tional kinetics model YM-2003 [24]. Laboratory mea-
surements of the quantum yields of O2(a1∆g, v) in
reaction (6) have already been performed for more
than 25 years. In [24], these measurements have been
systematized and a procedure has been proposed for
the derivation of analytical expressions for calculating
quantum yields of O2(a1∆g, v) in ozone photolysis in
the Hartley band.

In the paper, this approach is used to calculate
quantum yields of O2(a1∆g, v) for levels with the
vibrational number v ≤ 5. A specific feature of photo-
dissociation is that there is a threshold wavelength at
which oxygen molecules begin to be produced by
ozone photolysis at the next vibrational level of
O2(a1∆g, v) (Table 1).

The energy defect of reaction (6) is written as

(7)

where E is the photon energy,  is the dissociation
energy of the ozone molecule (1.05 eV), E1D is the
energy of excitation of the O(1D) atom from the ground
state of the oxygen atom (1.97 eV), and Ea0 is the
energy of excitation of the level O2(a1∆g, v = 0) relative
to the ground state of the oxygen molecule (0.977 eV).

The quantum yield of the O2(a1∆g, v) molecule is
determined by the fraction of energy spent for exciting
this level and is written as

(8)

where the parameter

(9)

determines the fraction of O2(a1∆g, v) molecules hav-
ing an energy above the excitation threshold of this
level (here, ∆Ö is from (7)) and

(10)
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is the normalization factor that is calculated such that
the quantum yield of all electronically–vibrationally
excited O2(a1∆g, v) molecules in a singlet channel (6) is
unity,

(11)

Each normalization factor Cv (for the v level) was
calculated for the threshold energy xv at which oxygen
molecules begin to be formed by ozone photolysis at
the next vibrational level (Table 1). The values of xv
and normalization factors Cv (from (10)) for the cor-
responding vibrational levels of O2(a1∆g, v) are listed
in Table 1.

The approximation curves of quantum yields βa, v

(8) generally agree well with the known experimental
data for all v = 0–5. Typically, v = 0 for βa, 0 drops off
monotonically with decreasing λ and has a maximum
for v > 0. Such a behavior also agrees with experimen-
tal data (Fig. 2). The proposed analytical formulas (8)
fit the available experimental data fairly well for the
higher values v = 6 and 7 [25], but, since there are
only single measurements for these cases, they are not
shown in Fig. 2.

βa v, xi( )
i 0=

v

∑ 1.=

3. USE OF THE YM-2003 MODEL

The YM-2003 model of the electronic–vibrational
kinetics of O2 and O3 permits the following:

1. To solve a direct problem, i.e., to calculate the

vertical profiles of concentrations of O2(b1 , v ≤ 2),

O2(a1∆g, v ≤ 5), and O2(X3 , v ≤ 35) in the middle
atmosphere. Emission intensities are calculated in the
bands of oxygen molecules produced both by transi-

tions from the vibrationally unexcited states O2(b1 ,
v = 0) in the Atm (0–0) and O2(a1∆g, v = 0) in the IR
Atm bands and by transitions from the electronically–
vibrationally excited states O2(a1∆g, v = 1–5) and

O2(b1 , v = 1, 2), for example, O2(b1 , v = 1) 

O2(X3 , v = 0) (689 nm) and O2(b1 , v = 2) 

O2(X3 , v = 0) (629 nm).

2. To solve an inverse problem of the retrieval of
the altitude profile of ozone concentration from mea-
sured emission intensities from both the vibrationally

unexcited states (v = 0) and the states O2(b1 , v > 0)
and O2(a1∆g, v > 0), including the 689- and 629-nm
emissions.

3.1. Mathematical Aspects of Solution of the Direct 
Problem

The photodissociation of ozone and molecular
oxygen produces excited oxygen atoms O(1D) and
oxygen molecules in three electronically excited

states O2(b1 , v = 0–2), O2(a1∆g, v = 0–5), and

O2(X3 , v = 1–35). For all these 45 variables, which
are the populations of the excited levels of atomic and
molecular oxygen and are interrelated by photochem-
ical reactions, a system of 45 first-order kinetic equa-
tions is solved for fixed altitudes in the range 65 to
125 km:

(12)

where i is the level number (i = 1–45), ni is the popula-
tion of the ith level, pi, k is the production rate of the ith
component out of k components (k = 1–45, k ≠ i) in col-
lisional processes of energy transfer, qi is the total
quenching of the component i in processes of colli-
sional and radiative quenching, Pi is the production rate
for the ith component in the photolysis of O2 and O3
molecules (see (3)) and in chemical reactions (e.g., in
collisional reactions of O with O3).
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Fig. 2. Quantum yields of the production of electronically–
vibrationally excited molecules of O2(a1∆g, v = 0–5) in the
singlet channel of ozone photolysis in the Hartley band as a
function of the wavelength.
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System of differential equations (12) can be writ-
ten as a matrix equation for the vector of the level pop-
ulation n

(13)

In a stationary case, system (13) can be written as
a system of algebraic equations

(14)

where A is a quasi-diagonal essentially sparse matrix.
The method of solution of such systems of equations is
described in [26].

The solution algorithm of (13) in a nonstationary
case is under development.

Examples of calculation of the altitude profiles of
the populations of electronically–vibrationally

excited states of molecules O2(b1 , v = 0–2),

O2(a1∆g, v = 0–5), and O2(X3 , v = 1) are given in
[1, 2]. An additional result of the solution to the direct
problem is presented in [27], namely, the calculation
of the efficiency of thermalization of the excited prod-
ucts of molecular oxygen and ozone photolysis in the
middle atmosphere with consideration for the energy
transfer between the excited O(1D) atoms and elec-
tronically–vibrationally excited molecules of oxygen.

∂n
∂t
------ An P.+=

n A– –1P,=

Σg
+

Σg
–

3.2. Solution of the Inverse Problem

Taking into account the electronic–vibrational
kinetics of the products of ozone and molecular oxy-
gen photolysis becomes important for ozone-concen-
tration retrieval from measured vertical profiles of
Atm and IR Atm oxygen band emissions above 65 km.
The use of the models of electronic–vibrational kinet-
ics (YM-2003) and electronic kinetics (MSZ) leads to
different altitude profiles of ozone concentration dur-
ing the interpretation of measurements of the 762-nm
and O2 emissions.

We have used the models of electronic–vibrational
and pure electronic kinetics for interpretation of the
TIMED-SABER experimental data, which have
become available for analysis since the summer of
2006. The satellite was launched in 2001, and mea-
surements in ten broadband IR channels have been
successfully continued. Channel 10 of the SABER
instrument is centered at 1.27 µm; the transmission
band of the filter includes the entire spectral interval
of the IR Atm band [28]. We have used the data of
measurements of the 1.27-µm emission of O2 on slant
paths in the TIMED-SABER satellite experiment for
episodes 05944 and 13045, which are given at the offi-
cial SABER Web site (version 1.06). The retrieved
vertical profiles of the concentrations of O2(a1∆g, v = 0)
are shown in Fig. 3. For the retrieval of the concentra-
tions of O2(a1∆g, v = 0), we used the approximation of
an optically thin atmosphere, which holds above
65 km according to our estimates.

The inverse problem of the retrieval of altitude pro-
files of ozone concentrations from altitude profiles of
the volume emission rates in the 1.27-µm band was
solved via our model of electronic–vibrational kinet-
ics (YM-2003) and the electronic MSZ model, which
remain to be used for processing TIMED-SABER
data. The model of the atmosphere (including altitude
profiles of molecular and atomic oxygen and of the
gas temperature) was taken from the SABER atmo-
spheric model.

We have processed a series of episodes for daytime
and twilight conditions. The results of calculations for
two typical episodes (05944 and 13045) are shown in
Fig. 4 along with altitude ozone profiles retrieved by
the MSZ model and with altitude ozone profiles
retrieved from measured intensities of the O3 9.6-µm
emission, available at the SABER website.

As can be seen in Fig. 4, the retrieved altitude pro-
files of the ozone concentration in the YM-2003 model
of electronic–vibrational kinetics and in the MSZ
model of pure electronic kinetics in the altitude range
70–85 km differ widely. The MSZ model gives an
underestimated ozone abundance in comparison with
YM-2003 throughout the entire altitude range, in
agreement with results of the numerical experiment
[2], the maximum difference between ozone concen-
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Fig. 3. Vertical profiles of O2(a1∆g, v = 0) retrieved from
altitude profiles of emission intensities in the IR Atm O2
band derived from measurements on slant paths in the
SABER satellite experiment for episodes 13045 and 05944.
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trations being 46% per 75 km (episode 13045) and
47% per 74 km (episode 05944).

As evident from Fig. 4, the ozone concentrations in
the interval 65–90 km that are retrieved from the
SABER data in the channel of measurement of inten-
sity in the 9.6-µm ozone band are much higher than
those retrieved from the SABER data in the
1.27-2-µm channel. The maximum difference
between the ozone concentrations retrieved from the
IR Atm emission of the O2 band (within the frame-
work of the electronic–vibrational kinetics model
YM-2003) and from the emission in the 9.6-µm band
of O3 is observed at 80 km, where the ozone concen-
trations differ by a factor of 2.2 (measurement 05944)
and 2.6 (measurement 13045).

The causes of this discrepancy are difficult to
explain unambiguously, because there are no publica-
tions on the interpretation of the SABER 9.6-µm
channel and we do not know with certainty which
model of the ozone vibrational kinetics was used for
interpretation of measurements. Nonetheless, some
suggestions can be made. As follows from the prelim-
inary publication on this subject in 1998 [29], in the
model of the vibrational kinetics of ozone molecules,
62 vibrational states of the O3 molecule were taken
into account and the assumption was made that the
ozone molecule is excited to the levels with energies
of about 5500 cm–1. For the rate constants of colli-
sional reactions between the vibrationally excited
molecules of O3(v1, v2, v3) and molecules of the atmo-

spheric gases in accordance with the so-called
“energy-gap” model, a unified formula was intro-
duced. In this case, the rate constant of transition
between vibrational states was taken to depend on the
difference of energies between the initial and final
states of the transition. The drawbacks of such models
are their discrepancies with the actual kinetics of the
lower vibrational states of the ozone molecule (up to
energies of about 3000 cm–1), the kinetics of which
has been investigated sufficiently well in a series of
experimental studies (e.g., [30, 31]), and of the upper
vibrational states of the ozone molecule (up to the dis-
sociation limit 8500 cm–1), which belong to the region
of vibrational quasi-continuum [32]. Therefore, the
model of vibrational kinetics proposed in [29] has
become obsolete, and López-Puertas and Taylor’s
model was most likely used for interpretation of the
experiment [33] (see below).

In the experiment of [32], it has been found that the
recombination reaction produces highly excited ozone
molecules in vibrational states that are close in energy
to the dissociation energy of the molecule (about
8500 cm–1) and that vibrational states with energies
greater than the energy of the level tetrad (003, 102,
201, 300) lie in the vibrational quasi-continuum. The
physics of the vibrational quasi-continuum is very
complicated, and the theory of such a set of states that
are closely spaced by energy is a matter of the future;
however, it is clear that transitions between the states
in this region cannot be described by the rate constants
of reactions. That is the reason the model of the ozone
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Fig. 4. Vertical ozone profiles retrieved from altitude profiles of the O2 volume emission rates at 1.27 µm (Fig. 3) in MZS and YM-
2003 and at 9.6 µm (SABER experiment).
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vibrational kinetics introduced by Manuilova and
Shved in 1992 [34] included 20 vibrational states of
the ozone molecule up to the tetrad levels (003, 102,
201, 300) and the recombination reaction was
assumed to produce vibrationally excited ozone in one
of the states of the given tetrad. The rate constants of
collisional transitions between vibrational states were
obtained from experimental data, mainly from the
results of [30, 31]. In 1998 [35], we have supple-
mented the model by another three vibrational states
040, 031, and 130 and updated the database of the rate
constants of collisional reactions, with inclusion of
spectroscopic information according to recent experi-
mental data. Our model was used by Kaufmann et al.
in 2002 for the interpretation of 9.6-µm measurements
in the CRISTA experiment [36].

The model of ozone vibrational kinetics, a hybrid
from our model of the lower vibrational states and the
model where the upper states of the vibrational quasi-
continuum are taken into account with the use of a
unified formula for the rate constants of collisional
reactions, has been described in monograph [33]. A
similar model was used for the interpretation of mea-
surements with a high-resolution (0.035 cm–1) MIPAS
instrument during an experiment onboard the ENVI-
SAT satellite in narrow spectral regions (microwin-
dows) in the 9.6- and 4.8-µm ozone bands [37, 38]. In
[37], ozone was assumed to be formed at levels with
energies close to the dissociation limit of 8500 cm–1

and 250 vibrational states were considered. The alti-
tude profiles of ozone were determined from measure-
ments in microwindows of the spectral region of the
“first-level vibrational excitation” transitions 010–
000, 100–000, and 001–000, where the hot bands
make the least contribution. Therefore, the altitude
ozone profile up to 70–75 km was determined to
within about 10% [37]. These altitude profiles were
used for interpretation of measurements in microwin-
dows lying in the 4.8-µm ozone band [38]. However,
an attempt to use the vibrational kinetics model to
interpret measurements in this ozone band, which is
formed mainly by transitions from the “second-level
vibrational excitation” triad states (200, 101, 002) to
the ground vibrational level, has failed. The result of
using this model was that the 4.8-µm emission inten-
sity calculated for a given altitude profile of ozone
concentration turned out to be two to three times lower
than that measured in the altitude interval of 50 to
75 km. This fact is explained by an underestimation of
the populations of states (200, 101, and 002). This
result establishes that, under non-LTE conditions, the
given model produces underestimated populations of
both the upper and the lower vibrational states [34,
35], including states 010, 100, and 001, and, conse-
quently, the ozone 4.8- and 9.6-µm emissions will
likewise be strongly underestimated. Hence, the
ozone concentration retrieved from measurements in
the 9.6-µm band in this model will be substantially

overestimated. For an adequate interpretation of the
experiment in the 4.8-µm band, the authors of [38]
have had to assume that either ozone is formed in one
of the states of a tetrad (003, 102, 201, 300) in the
region of energy 3000 cm–1 or that the rate constant of
the collisional transitions of energy exchange between
the bending and stretching modes is three to four
times lower than its well-known value determined
from experiments. Since the latter assumption is
unlikely, the former has to be used. Thus, an attempt
to take into account the quasi-continuum of ozone
simply with no relation to the complex physics of this
phenomenon has failed, and, for an adequate interpre-
tation of MIPAS measurements in the 4.8-µm ozone
band, the model of ozone vibrational kinetics devel-
oped in 1992–1998 has to be used [34, 35].

As can be seen from the large difference between
ozone concentrations retrieved from the interpretation
of measurements at 1.27 µm and 9.6 µm, SABER
measurements in the ozone 9.6-µm band have been
interpreted via a model of the ozone vibrational kinet-
ics that is similar to that described in [33]. In this
model, ozone is assumed to be vibrationally excited to
the levels with an energy close to the dissociation limit
and, consequently, the contribution of hot-band transi-
tions to the total 9.6 µm band intensity is assumed to
be significant. Note that microwindows for the high-
resolution MIPAS were chosen with a frequency inter-
val such that the contribution of hot-band transitions
from the upper excited vibrational states was as small
as possible up to altitudes of 70 to 75 km. However, in
addition to the main 001–000 and 100–000 transi-
tions, a contribution to the emission measured in the
SABER 9.6-µm channel with a spectral interval of
1010–1140 cm–1 [28] comes from at least 17 hot-band
transitions [29]. As was noted above, López-Puertas
and Taylor’s model should produce underestimated
populations of all vibrational excited states and, con-
sequently, strongly oversized ozone concentrations in
the region of the maximum deviation from LTE in
vibrational states. Therefore, the large difference
between altitude profiles of ozone in Fig. 4 in the alti-
tude range 70–90 km is quite explicable.

4. ANALYSIS OF THE SENSITIVITY 
OF THE YM-2003 MODEL

4.1. Problem Formulation and Main Results

In a general case, concentrations of excited compo-
nents calculated with a model of ozone and molecular
oxygen photodissociation depend on all of the param-
eters involved in this model: concentrations of atmo-
spheric components, photodissociation rates, rate con-
stants of reactions, and quantum yields of the products
in these reactions. Denote these input parameters by xi

and the required function by f. Then, the variation of
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the required function f during small changes in the
input parameters can be written as

(15)

where summation is made over all input parameters.
From (15), we obtain the relative error of f as a

function of the relative errors of the input parameters
xi:

(16)

where  is the sensitivity coefficient Si of the

required function f versus the variation of the input
parameter xi provided all other parameters xj for j ≠ i are

kept constant, and  is the relative error δi in pre-

scribing the input parameter xi.
Thus, for small variations in the input parameters

under consideration, formula (16) has a simple physi-
cal interpretation. The relative error of the output
parameter f is related to the relative errors of the input
parameters xi and to the sensitivity coefficients Si,
which describe the properties of the photodissociation
model of ozone and molecular oxygen:

(17)

The sensitivity coefficient Si is a dimensionless
number that shows how strongly the required parame-
ter f depends on the variation in the input parameter xi,
it is assumed that |S| > 1.0 means strong sensitivity,
0.1 < |S| < 1.0 is normal sensitivity, and |S| < 0.1 is
weak sensitivity.

It should be noted that, if the sensitivity Si to vari-
ations in any of the input parameters (chemical-reac-
tion rate constant ki; atmospheric constituents [O2],
[N2] , [O(3P)], [O3], and [CO2]; or gas temperature Tg)
is low, it does not mean that the given parameter is
unimportant and can be eliminated from the total list
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of the reactions included in the model, because this
parameter may have a large relative error δi. There are
processes whose dimensionless sensitivity is weak in
a direct problem (calculation of the profiles of

é2(b1 , v), é2(‡1∆g, v)), but they cannot be disre-
garded in an inverse problem (O3 retrieval).

Within the framework of the YM-2003 model, the
sensitivity of the model was tested in the direct prob-
lem of

(a) calculation of the concentration of é2(b1 , v)
and 

(b) calculation of the concentration of é2(‡1∆g, v);

and in the inverse problem of

(c) retrieval of the vertical profile of O3 from the
Atm (0–0) emission of the O2 band and 

(d) retrieval of the vertical profile of O3 from the
Atm (0-0) emission of the O2 band for variations in the
concentrations of the atmospheric constituents [O2],
[N2], [O(3P)], [O3], and [CO2]; gas temperature Tg; and
rate constants of reactions.

As a result of YM-2003 sensitivity analysis, the
atmospheric constituents and reactions that have influ-
ence on calculations in the direct and inverse prob-
lems have been determined. The rate constants of the
most important reactions are given in Table 2. A more
detailed model-sensitivity analysis can be found in
[39].

The constant rates except for kIII were measured
with a sufficiently high accuracy. The rate constants kI,
kII, kIV, and kV were measured with an error within
20%, and only the rate constant kIII had an error δ of
37%. However, the contribution of the reaction

é2(b1 , v = 1) + é2  O2(X3 , v = 1) + é2(b1 ,
v = 0) in the direct problem is significant (e.g., the sen-
sitivity coefficient lies within 0.62 < |SΙΙΙ| < 0.87 in the
altitude interval from 60 to 100 km and SΙΙΙδΙΙΙ = 0.30
at the mesopause).

Σg
+

Σg
+

Σg
+ Σg

– Σg
+

Table 2.  Rate constants of the most important reactions for the YM-2003 model

 Reaction Rate constant, K (cm3 s–1)  Reference

O(1D) + O2  products kI = (3.12 ± 0.25) × 10–11e(70 ± 10)/T [40]

O(1D) + N2  products kII = (2.1 ± 0.2) × 10–11 e(115 ± 10)/T [40]

é2(b, 1) + é2  O2(X, 1) + O2(b, 0) kIII = (2.2 ± 0.8) × 10–11(T/292)1.0 ± 0.3e–(115 ± 105)/T [7]

é2(b, 0) + N2  products kIV = (2.03 ± 0.30) × 10–15e–(37 ± 40)/T [9, 41]

O2(b, 0) + CO2  O2(‡, 0) + CO2 kV = (3.39 ± 0.36) × 10–13 [9]

Note:  O2(b1 , v), is denoted as O2(b, v), O2(a1∆g, v), is denoted as O2(a, v), and O2(X3 , v), is denoted as O2(X, v).Σg
+ Σg

–
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The reaction O(1D) + O2 is the main source of

O2(b1 , v = 0) and, consequently, of the daytime
mesospheric and lower-thermosphere 762-µm emis-

sion airglow in the transition O2(b1 , v = 0) 

O2(X3 , v = 0). Its rate constant kI is now well known
(the error does not exceed 8%), and the sensitivity
coefficient in the altitude range 60–100 km lies within
0.22 < |SΙ| < 0.68.

At altitudes between 60 and 100 km, the sensitivity
of the model to variations in the rate constant of the
reaction O(1D) + N2  is within 0.72 < |SΙΙ| < 1.51,
and this reaction might have had a significant influ-
ence on daytime mesospheric and lower-thermo-
sphere ozone retrieval from the 762-nm emission in
the daytime mesosphere and lower thermosphere.
However, the error of the rate constant of this reaction
does not exceed 9% (Table 2); therefore, the error of
ozone retrieval in the middle atmosphere due to varia-
tions in the rate constant of this reaction is SΙΙδΙΙ =
0.06–0.14.

The quenching of O2(b1 , v = 0) by molecular
nitrogen N2 is a key reaction in the retrieval of ozone
from the emission intensity at 1.27 µm because the
rate constant of this reaction is almost 100 times
higher than the rate constant of the deactivation of

O2(b1 , v = 0) by O2. Typical values of the sensitivity
coefficient at 60–100 km lie in the range 0.1 < |SΙV| <
0.9. The error of mesospheric ozone retrieval caused
by variations in the rate constant of this reaction is
SΙVδΙV = 0.13–0.48. The results of the inverse problem
are significantly affected not only by the rate constant
of reaction but also by the quantum yield of the prod-
ucts in this reaction (see Section 4.2).

Although CO2 is a minor constituent of the atmo-
sphere, variations in the rate constant of the reaction

O2(b1 , v = 0) + CO2   é2(‡1∆g, v = 0) + CO2

affect the retrieval of the vertical profile of O3 because
the rate constant of this reaction is two orders of mag-

nitude higher than the rate constant of O2(b1 , v = 0) +
N2. Typical values of the sensitivity coefficient at
60−100 km are within 0.02 < |SV| < 0.28.

4.2. Dependence of Vertical Ozone Profile Retrieval
on Quantum Yields of the Products of the Quenching

of O2(b1 , v = 0) by Molecular Nitrogen

For the quenching of O2(b1 , v = 0) by molecular
nitrogen N2, there is a problem of calculating the
quantum yields of products. In the MSZ model, it is

Σg
+

Σg
+

Σg
–

Σg
+

Σg
+

Σg
+

Σg
+

Σg
+

Σg
+

assumed that the quantum yield of O2(‡1∆g, v = 0) in
the reaction

(18)

is unity [11]. Within the framework of the YM-2003
model of the O2 and O3 electronic–vibrational kinetics,
different possible pathways of the quenching of

O2(b1 , v = 0) by N2 molecules were considered.
Because of a relatively large value of the constant rate
of this reaction, it was assumed in [41] that the process
follows the pattern of a quasi-resonance process:

(19)

One more quasi-resonance process is possible,
namely,

(20)

At present, there is no information on possible
quantum yields of the products of this reaction in
channels (19) and (20). We assumed that these chan-
nels have equal values of quantum yields [2]. In the
given paper (Fig. 5), we performed calculations of
vertical ozone profiles for three values of the quantum
yield of reaction (19) for conditions of the experiment
(SABER, measurement 13045). At 75 km, the value of
quantum yield has the largest effect on ozone: the
ozone concentration differs from the standard variant
(quantum yield β19 = 0.5) by about ±19% when β19 is
varied by ±40%

5. CONCLUSIONS

1. The model of O2 and O3 electronic–vibrational
kinetics computes emission intensities in the oxygen
bands produced both by transitions from the states
unexcited in vibrational degrees of freedom O2(‡1∆g, v = 0)

(1.27 µm) and O2(b1 , v = 0) (762 nm) and by tran-
sitions from the electronic–vibrational states O2(‡1∆g,

v = 1–5) and O2(b1 , v = 1, 2) (O2(b1 , v = 1) 

O2(X3 , v = 0) (689 nm), O2(b1 , v = 2) 

O2(X3 , v = 0) (629 nm). This provides the possibil-
ity for retrieval of vertical ozone profiles from the last
two emissions.

2. Ozone retrieval from the TIMED-SABER mea-
surements of emission intensities at 1.27 µm in the
model of electronic–vibrational kinetics and in the
model of electronic kinetics of ozone and molecular

O2 b1Σg
+
v  = 0,( ) N2+

O2 a1∆g v  = 0,( ) N2 X v  = 2,( ) 607.1 cm–1+ +
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+

O2 b1Σg
+
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oxygen photolysis gives different results. Ozone con-
centrations retrieved in the model of electronic kinet-
ics (MSZ) are lower than those derived from the
YM-2003 model. The difference reaches 47% at about
75 km.
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